Q.1. Blow hard from your mouth onto your hands. How did you find the air from your mouth as compared to the air around? Was it hotter, or cooler?

Ans

Q.2. Now put your hands at some distance from your mouth, and blow again. Does the air from your mouth feel warm? Why?

Ans

Q.3. If you were to cool these three hot things – dal, roti, rice – in which ways would you do so?

Ans

Q.4. Can you name some things which produce melodious or pleasing sounds when we blow into them.

Ans
Q.5. Have you seen someone blowing on their spectacles to wipe them clean? How does the air from the mouth help in cleaning the spectacles?

Ans

Q.6. Can you make a mirror hazy in the same way? Can you tell by touching the mirror what made it hazy? Is the air you blew from your mouth dry or wet?

Ans